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Abstract: The network formation of reduced graphene oxide (rGO) within an epoxy resin 

during the curing process has been in-situ visualised for the first time, with its effect on 

electrical, mechanical, and multifunctional properties of these nanocomposites explored. 

Different initial states of dispersion and filler contents were employed to examine the 

nanofiller network formation process. Good electrical conductivity (10-3 S/m at 0.05 wt.% rGO) 

together with good mechanical reinforcement (12 % increase in flexural modulus at 0.2 wt.% 

rGO) were obtained at relatively low filler loadings. The integrated strain sensing capabilities 

based on the rGO network were explored with good sensitivity and repeatability. Joule heating 

was performed as a potential application for de-icing of multifunctional composite 

components with good heating capability from –20 °C to 20 °C within 2 min. 
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1. Introduction 

The use of graphene and various forms of graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) as nanofillers for 

polymers has been explored extensively over the last few years due to their potential to 

improve electrical, mechanical, thermal, and other multifunctional properties of matrix 

materials at relatively low filler loadings. Epoxy, one of the most widely used matrix materials 

for engineering composites, possesses advantages of high stiffness, good chemical resistance 

but also limitations of relatively high brittleness and poor electrical and thermal performances. 

Great progress has been made to improve these drawbacks of epoxy resins without sacrificing 

their original performance [1-3], by introducing nanofillers such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 

[4], reduced graphene oxide (rGO) [5], graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) [6-8] or some of their 

hybrids [9]. Rafiee et al. reported an increased Young’s modulus and tensile strength of 31 % 

and 40 %, respectively, with as little as 0.1 wt.% GNPs in epoxy [10]. Li et al. obtained a 160 % 

increase in flexural modulus with 4 wt.% in-situ exfoliated GNPs in epoxy matrix, and an 

electrical conductivity of 10-2 S/m at 3 wt.% filler [11]. Monti et al. compared two different 

solvent-assisted methods to disperse GNPs into epoxy and found that dispersing GNPs in 

epoxy monomer rather than hardener results in better nanofiller dispersion and electrical 

percolation thresholds between 1-2 % together with an increase in glass transition 

temperature (Tg) [12]. With integrated electrical conductivity, multifunctional epoxy based 

nanocomposites have also been successfully fabricated for strain/damage sensing and 

electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding properties and utilised for continuous fibre 

reinforced composites [13-17]. 

Although great progress has been made with many promising results, very little attention has 

been paid to the graphene network formation process during epoxy curing and subsequent 

effects on final properties of the obtained nanocomposites [18, 19]. Tang et al. investigated 
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the effect of quality of graphene dispersion on mechanical properties of epoxy 

nanocomposites and found a higher Tg together with higher electrical and mechanical 

properties for well dispersed nanocomposites in contrast to poorly dispersed systems [18]. 

Network formation of CNTs has been explored in both thermoset [20, 21] and thermoplastic 

systems [22, 23], including the use of in-situ monitoring of electrical conductivity during the 

network formation and re-aggregation process in thermoplastics. With the correct design of 

processing parameters, it was shown that electrical conductivity can be increased by as much 

as 9 orders of magnitude for the same amount of filler using this re-agglomeration or so-called 

dynamic percolation process [22, 23]. In addition, Bilotti et al. demonstrated a simplified 

relationship that linked polymer viscosity to nanofiller network formation and was able to 

predict electrical conductivity based on Arrhenius type behaviour of polymer melts, providing 

a simple tool to predict network formation based on differences in polymer matrix viscosity 

[24]. Battisti et al. developed an on-line dispersion monitoring system by measuring electrical 

resistivity of CNTs in liquid polyester pre-polymer, although it was found that the electrical 

behaviour can be affected by CNT network formation rather than solely by dispersion state 

[25]. Clearly, a similar re-aggregation process for graphene nanofillers within thermoset 

matrices can be expected during the curing process of thermosetting resins. In fact, it is 

expected that this process is operative at much shorter timescales given the much lower 

viscosity of such resins compared to thermoplastics. 

It is generally acknowledged that a homogeneous dispersion of nanofillers is required for good 

mechanical reinforcement, while a slightly agglomerated filler network is needed to create a 

percolated electrically conductive network at low filler loadings [26-28]. Obviously, well 

dispersed graphene nanofillers will tend to re-agglomerate during the curing of epoxy resins 

as a result of their large surface areas, affecting their final morphology and associated 
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performance. However, no previous work has been performed to visualise the actual network 

formation process of graphene nanofillers or examined the associated effects on electrical, 

mechanical, and other multifunctional properties. Clearly, insight in such network formation 

process is extremely important for providing guidelines for the fabrication of nano-engineered 

composites with desired multifunctional properties. 

In this work, the graphene network formation process within a liquid epoxy resin during curing 

has been successfully visualised and monitored by optical microscopy for the first time, 

providing direct evidence to correlate different initial and re-agglomerated dispersion levels 

with observed electrical and mechanical properties. Electrical conductivity was introduced at 

ultra-low rGO concentrations (0.05 wt.%) as a result of a good level of initial dispersion and a 

subsequent re-agglomeration process, while simultaneously increasing the flexural modulus 

by 12 % at 0.2 wt.% loadings. Multifunctional properties such as electrical strain sensing have 

been characterised with high levels of sensitivity (gauge factor 41 at 0.2 wt.% rGO). Potential 

applications based on these multifunctional resin systems have been explored through a 

simple demonstrator involving a de-icing nanocomposite based on the Joule heating effect. 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Materials 

Mono-layer reduced graphene oxide (rGO) with a D50 value (according to supplier) of 40 µm 

was supplied by Avanzare (Spain) (SG-221) and used as received. The two components low 

viscosity epoxy resin RX771C (bisphenol A diglycidyl ether, DGEBA) and HX932C (aromatic 

amine) were supplied by Robnor ResinLab (UK) and mixed at a weight ratio of 100:24, with 

the viscosity values of 600 mPa.s. 

2.2 Dispersion and exfoliation of rGO in epoxy resin 
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Three different dispersion strategies were applied to prepare rGO/epoxy nanocomposites 

with various filler concentrations: (i) low shear simple mixing using a high-speed homogenizer 

(IKA T-25) to mix the desired amount of rGO within epoxy resins at 1000 rpm for 10 min; (ii) 

medium shear mixing using a three roll mill (TRM) (80E EXAKT GmbH, Germany) at a fixed gap 

distance of 15 µm and 5 µm for back and front, respectively, and at a constant apron roll speed 

of 200 rpm for four cycles; (iii) high shear mixing using TRM with progressively reduced gap 

distances (90/30, 60/20, 45/15, 30/10, and 15/5 µm for back and front gaps, respectively) at 

constant apron roll speed of 200 rpm for ten cycles, followed by a force mode setting of 3 

N/mm for two cycles to provide further exfoliation of the graphene filler, as previously 

reported in [8, 29]. 

2.3 Fabrication of rGO/epoxy nanocomposites 

After the dispersion/exfoliation process, hardener was added to the rGO/epoxy mixture at a 

ratio of 100:24 w/w. Degassing was performed at 80 °C for 1 h under vacuum and continuous 

stirring before the mixture was poured into a vertically positioned steel mould with a cavity of 

120 x 75 x 3 mm3 for curing. The performed curing cycle was isothermal at 120 °C for 12 h, as 

suggested by the supplier. The sample was cured and cut horizontally along the 75 mm width 

using a diamond cutting wheel to avoid any sedimentation effects on measured properties, as 

the average value of specimens from different locations across the height was used. 

2.4 Characterisations 

Optical microscopy 

The visualisation of rGO network formation during epoxy curing was performed under an 

optical microscope (VWR TR300) in combination with a Linkam HFS600 heating stage. For each 

specimen, 10 µl of rGO/epoxy sample was taken from the degassed mixture and placed onto 

a pre-heated (120 °C) glass slide using an Eppendorf pipette. A thin glass lid was placed on top 
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of the resin droplet before observation. The video was taken from the moment that the glass 

lid was placed, and marked as time zero. Images at different time intervals were taken from 

the recorded videos. 

Scanning electron microscopy 

Fracture surfaces were obtained after cyro-fracturing the cured specimen, and examined by 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (FEI Inspect-F, Netherlands). Images at different 

magnifications were taken in order to examine the final rGO network morphology after curing. 

X-ray diffraction 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Philips PW 3830, Netherland) was used to characterize the reduction 

level of rGO powder. X-ray texture scans were obtained between 2θ = 5 – 70° at a scanning 

rate of 1°/min. 

Electrical properties 

The electrical conductivity of various specimens were measured by two-point measurements 

using a voltage power source (Agilent, 6614C) and a picoammeter (Keithley, 6485). Specimens 

with dimensions of 3 × 12.7 × 70 mm3 were measured lengthwise in order to obtain more 

reliable conductivity values to avoid inaccurate readings from localised networks rather than 

macroscopically dispersed nanofillers. Silver paint was applied to both ends of the specimens 

to reduce contact resistance. 

Mechanical properties 

Flexural tests were performed in accordance with ASTM D790 standard and specimen 

dimensions of 3 × 12.7 × 70 mm3. The cross-sectional surface was polished after cutting. The 

span-to-depth ratio was kept 16 to 1 for all three-point bending specimens, with the calculated 

crosshead speed being equivalent to a strain rate of 0.01 min-1 at the outer surface in 

accordance with standard. 
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Strain sensing 

Electrical strain sensing performance was characterised by monitoring the electrical resistance 

variation upon applied strain under flexural loading. The electrodes were attached at the 

tensile surface of the specimen after carefully polishing the areas to remove the outer epoxy 

layer. Two test configurations were used; one close to the centre of the beam with a distance 

of 20 mm between the two electrodes (mid-electrodes), or one directly from the ends of the 

specimens with a distance of 70 mm (end-electrodes) between the electrodes. Constant 

voltage of 10 V was applied throughout the test. The gauge factor (GF) was calculated based 

on the obtained resistance change over the outer surface strain. 

Thermal (Joule) heating 

Two test environments with a temperature of -20 °C and room temperature (RT) were 

employed to examine potential de-icing and heating capabilities of the nanocomposite 

samples. A power supply (GE EPS 301) was set to 240 V to simulate the standard voltage for 

both cases. Thermocouples were attached to the surface of a cast panel with a voltage of 240 

V applied after 30 s for all tests. A thermal infrared camera (FLIR E40, UK) was used to examine 

the homogeneity of heating after 120 s of heating from RT.  

3. Results and discussions 

3.1 As-received graphene characterisation 

The as-received reduced graphene oxide (rGO) powders were examined under SEM and XRD 

as shown in Fig. 1. A very porous structure can be seen in the SEM images with a lateral size 

of around 30 µm. The XRD pattern of the as-received rGO powder shows a relatively broad 

characteristic (0 0 2) peak at 26.5°, which corresponds to a “d” spacing value of 0.336 nm, 

indicating a good reduction from graphene oxide (GO) to reduced graphene oxide (rGO). 
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Fig. 1 SEM images of as-received rGO fillers, showing lateral dimensions of around 30 µm and 

a porous structure (top); the XRD scan indicates a good level of reduction (bottom). 

 

3.2 Visualisation of graphene network formation 

The initial level of graphene dispersion plays an important role in the final network formation 

and hence on resulting properties. Fig. 2 shows the rGO network formation process within the 

liquid epoxy resin during curing after two distinct processing conditions: medium shearing 

(with fixed gap and less cycles during TRM) and high shearing (with progressively increased 

high shearing force during TRM). Three representative concentrations of 0.05 wt.%, 0.2 wt.%, 

and 0.5 wt.% were selected with the aim of exploring the establishment of a graphene 

nanofiller network at various loading levels. 

For an ultra-low graphene concentration of 0.05 wt.% after high shearing, a homogeneous 

distributed graphene morphology without any filler network connections was found at the 
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beginning of curing (time 0 s), followed by very slow filler migration with no obvious 

microscopic change until 50 s. At a time interval of 3 min, few areas of isolated networks within 

the observed region can be observed, with a continued slow migration of smaller particles in 

surrounding areas. After 10 min, a clear filler path is observed based on re-agglomerated 

graphene, which remains macroscopically similar in shape until full cure after 12 h. 

With increased graphene content (0.2 wt.%) after high shear TRM mixing, an obvious increase 

in volume fraction of graphene can be found at time zero, followed by very quick network 

formation after 3 s. Initial network formation can already be observed in optical microscopy 

images after 10 s, with a further enhancement towards a more robust network after 50 s. No 

obvious changes can be seen from 3 min onwards until the end of curing due to the already 

strong network formed at the very beginning of cure. When the filler concentration is further 

increased (0.5 wt.%), the entire area of observation has been occupied by graphene fillers, 

with no obvious indication of further network formation during curing since a percolated 

network was already established at the very beginning of cure. Clearly an optimum amount 

should be aimed for in order to reach a desired network and associated properties at minimum 

cost. Regarding the medium shear TRM mixed specimens, a less homogeneous distribution 

was found with evidence of few small agglomerates at time zero in comparison to high shear 

TRM mixing at similar concentrations. This is attributed to the lower shear force employed 

during the dispersion process. As a result, local network formation occurred at a higher rate 

for medium-shear mixed specimens, especially in regions where initial agglomerates exist. 

However, to obtain a percolated network at macroscopic level, a more homogeneous initial 

filler distribution is required as shown after high shear processing. 
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Fig. 2 The graphene network formation process after two different (medium and high shear) 

TRM processing conditions, showing clear re-agglomeration and network formation processes 

of rGO during epoxy curing. Clear conductive pathways were found at extremely low rGO 

concentrations after 10 min of curing. (Scale bar at bottom right represents 1 mm). 
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It has been previously reported that conductive filler network formation within a 

thermoplastic polymer matrix is mainly governed by the melt viscosity of the polymer matrix, 

which is a first order thermally activated process [24]. With a reduced viscosity of the polymer 

melt, a reduction in activation energy can be expected, leading to a faster Arrhenius-type 

network formation process. Hence, compared to for example earlier reported thermoplastic 

polyurethane (TPU) systems with melt viscosities in the range of 103 to 104 Pa.s and a required 

annealing (or network formation) time to reach high levels of electrical conductivity of more 

than a few hundred seconds [24], much shorter times can be expected for the current epoxy 

resin system with a measured viscosity of only 3.1×10-2 Pa.s at 80 °C. This orders of magnitude 

reduced viscosity leads to greatly reduced activation energies (53 kJ mol-1 for epoxy from 249 

kJ mol-1 for TPU [24], see SI) and as a result much shorter network formation times. This is 

confirmed by the current epoxy system where only 10 s was required to establish a percolating 

network from an initially dispersed state for 0.2 wt.% rGO, i.e. an orders of magnitude 

reduction in network formation time as compared to the reported thermoplastic system [24].  

It is easy to understand that graphene network formation and epoxy crosslinking are opposing 

dynamic processes. However, it can be expected that for normal curing of liquid epoxy resins 

the curing time will not greatly affect the filler network formation. As long as initial dispersions 

are homogeneous and no ultra-fast curing epoxies are used a clear network formation process 

can be expected even at the very early stage of cure. 

 

3.3 Scanning electron microscopy 

The morphologies of the various rGO/epoxy specimens were examined by SEM after cyro-

fracturing, in order to evaluate the final graphene network after curing. In the case of low-

shear dispersion methods (high-speed homogenizer), large agglomerates with stacked 

graphitic platelets were found for all concentrations, including 0.05 wt.% rGO. This is due to 
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the insufficient level of initial dispersion from this simple mixing process. For medium shear 

TRM dispersion methods a much finer filler dispersion was found at low filler contents (0.05 

wt.%), with clear evidence of percolated networks at a concentration of 0.2 wt.% rGO. No 

obvious morphological changes from 0.2 wt.% to 0.5 wt.% occurred apart from more graphene 

appearing within the observed region. For high shear TRM processed specimens with good 

initial levels of dispersion and smaller initial particle dimensions (as shown in Fig. 2), traces of 

connected filler networks can already be observed at an ultra-low rGO loading of 0.05 wt.%. 

For 0.2 wt.% rGO in epoxy, a more robust and connected network is found in comparison to 

well dispersed nanocomposites. However, with further increasing rGO content (0.5 wt.%) and 

high shear processing a more fragmented morphology is observed, with much smaller 

segmentations covering the complete area. This morphology can be attributed to the high 

shear force induced by the TRM exfoliation process at higher filler loadings, as these loadings 

increase the resin viscosity dramatically, resulting in even higher shearing forces and break-

up of the rGO into smaller particles laterally. 
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Fig. 3 SEM images of rGO/epoxy nanocomposites prepared with three different filler 

concentrations and three processing conditions: low shear (simple mixing); medium shear 

(TRM dispersed); and high shear (TRM exfoliated). Scale bar represents 50 µm. At the same 

filler concentration a clear difference in graphene networks can be observed between these 

three methods, with the high shear process inducing a homogeneous initial dispersion essential 

for nanofillers to build up a percolating network upon epoxy curing at low filler loadings. 

 

3.4 Electrical properties 

In order to obtain a high level of electrical conductivity at relatively low filler loadings, two 

important steps with regards to network formation aspects are required: (i) an initial 

homogeneous dispersion of nanofillers within the resin; (ii) a dynamic percolation process that 

involves the formation of a conductive network through re-agglomeration. As described by 

classic percolation theory, no electrical conductivity can be measured before the filler loading 

reaches the percolation threshold, which is the lowest amount of conductive filler required to 

build up a connecting pathway for electrons to travel through the specimen. Clearly, higher 

aspect ratio (length over thickness) nanofillers are favoured to establish such pathways at a 

low percolation threshold [30, 31]. Once a percolated network is formed within the matrix, 

the electrical conductivity value will still increase with increasing amount of fillers but at a 

much reduced rate and a final plateau is reached in terms of conductivity values.  

Fig. 4 shows the electrical conductivity values of rGO/epoxy nanocomposites with different 

concentrations under low, medium and high shear processing. Surprisingly, a measurable 

electrical conductivity at the level of 10-3 S/m was obtained after high shear mixing and a filler 

loading as low as 0.05 wt.%, which is comparable to previously reported ultra-low percolation 

values for graphene/epoxy systems [32, 33]. This is attributed to the high shear force induced 

by the TRM process, leading to a good initial dispersion (as shown in Fig. 2) followed by a 

dynamic percolation process to form network connections, as confirmed by the SEM images 
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in Fig. 3. Above the percolation threshold the electrical conductivity increases slowly with 

increasing amount of filler, finally reaching a value of 9.1 × 10-2 S/m at 0.5 wt.% rGO loading. 

After medium shear TRM processing, no electrical conductivity can be measured for 0.05 wt.% 

rGO and the current sample length of 70 mm, while a measureable value slightly below 10-3 

S/m was obtained for 0.1 wt.% rGO. Above the percolation threshold very similar electrical 

conductivity values were obtained for both medium- and high shear processed 

nanocomposites, which is consistent with previous morphological findings of percolated rGO 

networks (see Fig. 2). 

For low shear processing (high-speed homogenizer), no electrical conductivity can be 

measured until 0.2 wt.% with only a conductivity level of 10-4 S/m which is much lower than 

medium and high shear TRM processed specimens. Even at the highest loading of 0.5 wt.% in 

the current study, the electrical conductivity just reached the 10-3 S/m level which is almost 

two orders of magnitude lower than for the other two TRM based mixing processes. This 

difference is attributed to the lack of shear induced kinetic energy, being insufficient for 

dispersion and resulting in large aggregates and stacked layers between rGO fillers, as 

confirmed by the SEM images in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 4 Electrical percolation curves for rGO/epoxy nanocomposites prepared by three different 

processing conditions, showing an extremely low percolation threshold especially for high- and 

medium shear TRM processed specimens. 
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3.5 Mechanical properties 

Fig. 5 shows the flexural properties of rGO reinforced epoxy at different concentrations. The 

dotted line indicates a flexural modulus of 2.92 GPa as measured for neat epoxy without 

nanofiller. Clearly with the addition of rGO up to 0.5 wt.%, most specimens show an increase 

in flexural modulus in comparison to the reference specimen, except of low shearing dispersed 

specimens with low rGO loadings due to their insufficient dispersion. At low filler loadings, an 

increasing trend in mechanical reinforcement is observed for increasing levels of shearing as 

a result of improved levels of exfoliation and more homogeneous graphene dispersions. 

The highest flexural modulus (3.28 GPa) was obtained for 0.2 wt.% rGO/epoxy 

nanocomposites after high shear TRM processing, with a more than 12 % modulus increment 

in comparison to the reference specimen. Rafiee et al. reported a 31% increase in Young’s 

modulus with 0.1 wt.% rGO which was actually higher than their theoretical prediction [10]. 

This discrepancy might be due to possible changes in crosslink density of the epoxy resin after 

the addition of rGO and/or orientation of the platelets. To exclude the first effect, glass 

transition temperatures (Tg) were measured for all nanocomposites, revealing no obvious 

changes in Tg with different rGO loadings (see SI Table S-1), suggesting that changes in 

crosslink density did not significantly contribute to the observed increase in elastic modulus. 

The increment obtained in this study is comparable to reported enhancements in mechanical 

properties with low graphene contents and believed to be due to the initial homogeneous 

dispersion and formation of a three-dimensional percolated network after the high shear 

exfoliation process. Exfoliation also increases the total surface area of the nanoplatelets, 

leading to a more efficient mechanical reinforcement. This current mechanical reinforcement 

of 12 % at 0.2 wt.% rGO was further assessed using the Halpin-Tsai micromechanical model 

with a Mori-Tanaka modified shape factor, assuming a random 3D filler orientation (see SI) 

and yielding a back-calculated effective filler modulus of 680 GPa for rGO. This value sits well 

between the elastic modulus of GO (~250 GPa) [34, 35] and pristine graphene (~1 TPa) [36], 
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confirming the high reinforcing efficiency of this rGO/epoxy system. With increasing rGO filler 

content and high shear TRM processing, the elastic modulus first increased from 3.05 GPa at 

0.05 wt.% to 3.28 GPa at 0.2 wt.%, followed by a descending trend for rGO loadings from 0.3 

wt.% to 0.5 wt.%. Apart from aggregates at higher filler loadings acting as internal defects, this 

trend is believed to be due to excessive shearing of these viscous rGO/epoxy systems, 

resulting in break-up of rGO platelets and reduced lateral dimensions. This was confirmed by 

the fractography study of 0.5 wt.% rGO/epoxy nanocomposites where a fragmented 

morphology was observed in these composites (see Fig. 3).  

 

Fig. 5 Flexural modulus of rGO/epoxy nanocomposites prepared by three different processing 

methods, showing good reinforcement at extremely low filler concentrations (0.05 wt.%) in the 

case of high shear TRM processing. The dashed line at 2.92 GPa indicates the baseline modulus 

of neat epoxy without any filler.  

 

For medium shear TRM mixed specimens, an increasing trend in flexural modulus was found 

with increasing rGO content, reaching a maximum of 3.26 GPa at 0.3 wt.%. Compared to high 

shear mixed specimens a similar or slightly reduced value (3.21 GPa) was found above this 

optimal concentration. For the low shear (high-speed homogenizer) mixed specimens, much 

lower levels of reinforcement were found for all concentrations apart from the 0.5 wt.% 

specimens while a large variation in properties was associated with the presence of large 
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aggregates, acting as defects within the matrix. It is well established that when the filler 

loading is too high in nanocomposites, the possibility of agglomeration as well as restacking 

between rGO increases dramatically, resulting in a less efficient mechanical reinforcement. 

This minor reduction in mechanical performance with further increased filler loadings is also 

consistent with previous studies [27, 37-40]. 

3.6 Strain sensing properties 

With the induced electrical conductivity, the rGO/epoxy nanocomposites can be used as a 

multifunctional materials to detect various external stimuli such as mechanical deformation. 

Although electrical conductivity was already successfully introduced with as little as 0.05 wt.% 

rGO in epoxy, 0.1 wt.% rGO/epoxy composites were initially chosen for this strain sensing 

study in order to attain a more stable and clear strain sensing signal based on a more robust 

rGO network. Two test configurations were evaluated with electrodes either positioned at the 

bottom (tension) surface or ends of the specimen as illustrated in Fig. 6a. 

Fig. 6c and d show the electrical resistance change in correlation with the applied outer surface 

strain in the flexural specimens for the two test configurations. For 0.1 wt.% rGO in epoxy (Fig. 

6c), electrical resistance was first reduced with an applied strain up to 0.5 %, then returned 

back to its original level upon unloading. A clear trend was observed under cyclic loading, with 

a certain level of variation in measured resistance. Although the electrodes were attached to 

the tension surface of the flexural specimens, a reduction in resistance upon loading was 

obtained which can be attributed to a reduction in inter-particle distance between rGO 

nanofillers at the compressive side of the sample (as illustrated in Fig. 6b). This finding is 

consistent with previous sensing literature under flexural loadings [41, 42]. The calculated 

gauge factor (GF) for the end-electrodes configuration (33.5) is much higher than for the mid 

surface electrodes (19) due to accumulative tunnelling effects between internal rGO networks. 
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As expected, a much clearer sensing signal was found for 0.2 wt.% rGO/epoxy specimens 

under the same cyclic loading due to the presence of a more robust and stable internal 

conductive network. A high and stable gauge factor (GF) of 41.5 was obtained which can be 

used for strain monitoring and structural health monitoring of epoxy based composites with 

a good level of sensitivity and repeatability. 

 
 

Fig. 6 Strain sensing results of rGO/epoxy nanocomposites under flexural loading: (a) the 

position of mid- (surface) and end electrodes; (b) illustration of the side-view of the internal 3D 

network elucidating the reduced resistance upon flexural loading due to reduced inter-particle 

distances between rGO in compression; (c) and (d) rGO/epoxy nanocomposites under cyclic 

loading with strains up to 0.5 %, showing high sensitivity (GF = 41.5) with a clear change in 

electrical resistance for each cycle. 

3.7 Joule heating based de-icing 

The de-icing capability of the fabricated rGO/epoxy nanocomposites was examined using the 

Ohmic or Joule heating effect for both a freezing environment and room temperature (RT) 
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conditions (Fig. 7a). Good Joule heating capabilities were obtained for all 0.5 wt.% samples, 

although a difference in clear heating efficiency was observed between high shear and 

medium shear TRM processed specimens as a result of differences in their internal nanofiller 

network structure. Very efficient heating was obtained for high shear mixed composites, 

requiring only 120 s to reach 20 °C from freezing (- 20 °C). Fig. 7b shows the thermal image of 

a high shear mixed rGO/epoxy sample after 120 s heating from RT, confirming a homogeneous 

heat distribution within the panel. 

 

Fig. 7 Joule heating results of 0.5 wt.% rGO/epoxy nanocomposites by both medium- and high 

shear TRM processing: (a) heating capability from freezing (-20 °C) and RT environments; (b) 

thermal image of a high shear mixed nanocomposite sample after 120 s heating from RT, 

showing homogeneous heating of the sample (scale bar = 50 mm). 

4. Conclusions 

The graphene network formation process in epoxy resin has been in-situ visualised and 

monitored under optical microscopy with different initial levels of nanofiller dispersion. The 

effect of network formation in epoxy based nanocomposites on electrical, mechanical, and 

other multifunctional properties such as strain sensing and Joule heating have been explored. 

Fracture surfaces have been examined to reveal the morphology of the final nanofiller 

network after curing. Nanofiller network formation time has been recorded and compared 

with previous literature for thermoplastic systems based on a simple viscosity correlation.  
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Ultra-low electrical percolation thresholds have been obtained for rGO/epoxy 

nanocomposites with good levels of electrical conductivity (10-1 S/m) at low (0.5 wt.%) filler 

loadings, while flexural modulus was increased by 12 % with the addition of only 0.2 wt.% rGO. 

This efficient mechanical reinforcement is attributed to a homogeneous initial state of 

dispersion and a re-established network of rGO within epoxy resins after high shear three roll 

milling. 

The strain sensing capability of the composites has been examined under flexural loadings 

using electrical methods, with high sensitivity (gauge factor 41 at 0.2 wt.% rGO) and good 

repeatability. Very efficient Joule heating with a potential application to de-icing was also 

successfully integrated in the nanocomposites through the percolated rGO network, with a 

heating capability from –20 °C to 20 °C within 120 s under 240 V. 

This research not only presented direct evidence of the dynamic time-dependent re-

agglomeration process of graphene nanofillers within a liquid epoxy resin, but also provided 

a direct correlation with nanocomposite performances, providing important guidelines for 

nano-engineered epoxy based composites in order to tune their internal microstructures to 

achieve desired properties. 
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